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This paper presents the thermal design of the electronics unit of the
instrument Polarimetric Helioseismic Imager, onboard the European
Space Agency mission Solar Orbiter. The thermal design procedure,
along with the problems encountered during this design phase, and
the solutions found to fix them are described, proving in this way
the thermal feasibility and robustness of the unit. Its final thermal
behaviour, obtained from thermal analyses correlated with data from
thermal tests performed in a vacuum environment, is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION 2

The Polarimetric Helioseismic Imager electronics unit 3

(PHI E-Unit) is one of the two units the instrument PHI 4

consist of. PHI is a remote sensing instrument that will 5

operate onboard the Solar Orbiter mission [1] of the Eu- 6

ropean Space Agency (ESA). Its main task is to study the 7

sun. To do it the perihelion of the orbit will be at 0.28 AU 8

and the spacecraft will reach a solar latitude of 34◦. This 9

will allow remote sensing observations of the sun from a 10

distance without precedents, with a view of the solar poles 11

and co-rotation of the spacecraft with the sun. 12

The instrument PHI is the result of an international 13

cooperation led by the Max-Planck-Institut für Sonnen- 14

systemforschung, Göttingen, Germany, co-led by the In- 15

stituto de Astrofı́sica de Andalucı́a, Granada, Spain, and 16

with participation of the Grupo de Astronomı́a y Ciencias 17

del Espacio, Universidad de Valencia, Spain; Instituto de 18

Astrofı́sica de Canarias, Tenerife, Spain; Instituto Univer- 19

sitario de Microgravedad “Ignacio Da Riva” (IDR/UPM),” 20

Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain; Instituto Na- 21

cional de Técnica Aerospacial, Madrid, Spain; Universi- 22

dad de Barcelona, Spain; Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale, 23

Paris, France; Institute of Computer and Communication 24

Engineering, Braunschweig, Germany; and Kiepenheuer- 25

Institut für Sonnenphysik, Freiburg, Germany. 26

The instrument PHI is mounted internally in the space- 27

craft, its optics unit contains two telescopes (a high- 28

resolution telescope, and a full disk telescope), together 29

with the detectors and the subsystems needed to ensure the 30

correct behavior of the telescopes. PHI E-Unit is a separate 31

unit that carries all the electronics that manage the data and 32

the subsystems of the optics unit and provide it with the 33

necessary power. Both units are linked by the correspond- 34

ing harness, but their thermal and mechanical behavior are 35

decoupled. PHI passed all the required reviews and was 36

accepted for flight in April 2017, following ESA standards. 37

It is already assembled on the spacecraft and is waiting for 38

launch. 39

During the perihelion the Solar Orbiter spacecraft will 40

receive a solar load equivalent to 13 solar constants, which 41

makes the thermal design of both the platform and the 42

payload a very challenging task. PHI is one of the most 43

demanding instrument in terms of power, mass, and data 44

rate. In addition, PHI E-Unit design was constrained by its 45

electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) footprint. The radi- 46

ated emissions level has to be very low to avoid damaging 47

the extremely sensitive sensors of the in situ instruments. 48

These peculiarities and constraints of the mission make 49

the thermal control crucial as it has to guarantee that in 50

all phases of the mission the electronics components are 51

within the appropriate range of temperatures. In general, 52

during the last decade, the thermal design and modeling of 53

space electronics has become a growing problem mainly 54

due to the growing compactness of the electronics com- 55

ponents, which leads to higher power density dissipations 56

and may cause undesirable hot spots. The necessity of ac- 57

curate and realistic temperature predictions is currently a 58
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matter of interest [2]–[6], and some efforts are being made59

to define standardized procedures, as the one under devel-60

opment by RAL [7]. In this paper, the procedure followed61

for the thermal calculations is described. In addition, the pa-62

per describes the thermal design of the unit, the problems63

encountered, and the solutions found to fix those problems.64

The final predicted temperature levels achieved by the main65

electronics components are also shown. These results have66

been correlated with thermal vacuum tests data.67

II. PHI E-UNIT DESCRIPTION68

PHI E-Unit is a modular assembly consisting of six hor-69

izontally stacked modules, each of 200 mm × 200 mm in70

width and with a height of between 23 and 33 mm. Each71

module consists of one or two very populated dissipating72

printed circuit boards (PCBs), a supporting frame, and the73

connectors (subD, uD, and high voltage types) needed to74

communicate with the optics unit, with the other boards75

through another PCB, the so-called electrical distribution76

system, or with the spacecraft platform. The E-Unit total77

mass is around 6 kg. All the frames, together with the upper78

lid and the bottom baseplate constitute the housing of the79

unit. This modular design allows an easy integration and80

gives independence to each subsystem since it permits the81

assembly of the unit just staking and screwing the individual82

modules together once each one has been independently as-83

sembled. The screws used are made of titanium (Ti6Al4V).84

The modules, from bottom to top, are as follows.85

1) Power converter module (PCM) main.86

2) PCM redundant (PCMR).87

3) Data processing unit (DPU).88

4) Tip-tilt controller (TTC) and DPU memory board.89

5) Analog, mechanisms, and heaters drivers (AMHD).90

6) High voltage power supply (HVPS).91

An exploded view of a three-dimensional model of PHI92

unit can be seen in Fig. 1. The PCM is the only electronics93

board that is redundant (PCM and PCMR), and it is a cold94

redundancy. It is also important to note that PHI requires95

a high voltage of about ±5 kV, which is provided by the96

HVPS. For this reason, this board needs to be shielded, and97

this also blocks thermal radiation.98

PHI E-Unit thermal design is driven by the stringent99

requirements of the components and the thermal environ-100

ment, both described in Sections III and IV. Furthermore,101

the design of this type of board is tailored on a case-by-102

case basis. Finding a configuration able to guarantee that103

all components are safe when operating at the most de-104

manding conditions is a quite challenging task. Some facts105

that have driven the design are:106

1) the mass and power consumption have to be minimized107

in space applications;108

2) due to volume restrictions, these boards are more109

crowded than similar boards for other applications, for110

example, each PCM board contains more than 1200111

components and 14 copper layers;112

Fig. 1. PHI E-Unit exploded view.

Fig. 2. PHI PCM board.

3) the use of hard-rad components, able to cope with the 113

radiation doses found in orbit, is mandatory; 114

4) the electromagnetic noise generated has to be kept at 115

very low limits. 116

This makes it unsuitable for the thermal design to be 117

treated separately, but on the contrary, as an important part 118

of the systems engineering, with the need of tradeoffs be- 119

tween thermal and other fields during the design process. A 120

photograph of the PCM with its frame is shown in Fig. 2. 121

The thermal control of the E-Unit was required to be 122

fully passive. The use of heat pipes, widely used in both 123

space and nonspace applications, was also ruled out by 124

the spacecraft main contractor as design baseline. For this 125

reason, since the box is sitting on one of the panels of the 126
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spacecraft, it was designed to conduct most of the thermal127

power dissipated by the components to the baseplate. In128

this way, the design of the housing, the arrangement of the129

boards, and the arrangement of the electronics components130

on the boards were based taking into account, among other131

criteria, that it was necessary to provide an adequate thermal132

path to evacuate this dissipated power.133

Furthermore, the location of each board in the unit was134

chosen on the basis of not only thermal but also mechan-135

ical criteria as, in addition to facilitate the heat rejection,136

it was necessary to keep the center of gravity centered and137

low, and to have access from each subsystem to the ground-138

ing and bonding connector. Thus, the most dissipating and139

heaviest modules (PCM main, PCM redundant, and DPU)140

were placed at the bottom of the unit. The HVPS was lo-141

cated on the upper module due to the electrical requisites142

of the high voltage, even though the optocouplers temper-143

ature was higher than desired, as will be explained in the144

following.145

Regarding the frames of the boards, they were provided146

with stiffeners and a local increase of thickness (thermal147

doublers) not only for structural reasons, but also to conduct148

the heat from the upper boards towards the base of the box.149

In addition, a thermal filler made of Choterm 1671 [8]150

was used to enhance conductive heat transfer between the151

unit baseplate and the spacecraft panel, helping this way to152

evacuate the heat dissipated within the unit.153

The frames, baseplate, and top lid of the box are made154

from aluminium alloy 7075 T7351 with alodine protection,155

and are painted black on both sides with PUK black con-156

ductive coating from MAP [9]. The black external surface157

helps to maximize thermal radiation to the environment,158

whereas the internal black surfaces contribute to improve159

temperature homogeneity and avoid hot spots within the160

unit. Painting the internal surface of the unit is not a com-161

mon practice in electronics, however, in this case, based on162

the analysis results it was completely necessary to meet the163

thermal requirements. The aluminium alloy selected was164

also studied in depth. The thermal conductivity of the al-165

loy selected is ∼155 W m−1 K−1. This is not optimal for166

thermal purposes, but the results are adequate for structural167

reasons and its machinability is acceptable. AlBeMet (an168

aluminium beryllium composite material) was also consid-169

ered as a good alternative, but was discarded after a tradeoff170

study due to the difficulties of manipulation.171

Regarding the EMC, the standard radiated emissions172

required in a space mission based on the ECSS [10] is173

about 60 dBuV/m up to 100 MHz. But in Solar Orbiter,174

the E-Unit of PHI had to not pass 0 dBuV/m from 8 kHz175

up to 50 MHz. To keep the radiated emissions as low as176

0 dBuV/m additional aluminium plates were placed be-177

tween the two DC/DC frames, special grounding measures178

were taken: the secondary ground was connected directly to179

chassis along all its planes in the PCB, and the DC/DC con-180

verter was covered by an aluminium hood. From the elec-181

tronic point of view, the switching transistors were provided182

with a slower driving circuit to avoid too sharp switching183

edges.184

Magnetic cleanliness was also a very strict requirement, 185

forcing the use of titanium screws and other nonmagnetic 186

materials to keep the magnetic dipole below 20 mA m2 and 187

the magnetic field transient below 24 nT. The solution was 188

to avoid the use of magnetic materials and current loops in 189

the PCB design. 190

III. PHI E-UNIT THERMAL REQUIREMENTS 191

PHI E-Unit thermal design is driven by the stringent re- 192

quirements of the components and the thermal environment 193

of the unit, both conductive and radiative. The nominal op- 194

erational temperature range of the components given by 195

the manufacturers in their data sheets must be derated fol- 196

lowing European Cooperation for Space Standardization 197

(ECSS) standards [11], as required by ESA. In this regard, 198

the derated temperature cannot be higher than 110 ◦C or 199

Tjunction − 40 ◦C, whichever is lower. In addition to the der- 200

ating of the temperature range, ECSS standards also require 201

a ±10 ◦C margin to be applied to the results, in order to 202

account for modeling and material properties uncertainties. 203

Critical issues as radiation hardening [12], export con- 204

trol approval (e.g., international traffic in arms regulations, 205

export administration regulation), long lead time (usually 206

several months, and even a couple of years), components 207

packaging limitation, soldering process qualification, etc. 208

drive the space-qualified electronic components selection. 209

Some of them are chosen from the European preferred parts 210

list. 211

The junction temperature allowable range of the most 212

dissipating components of the different PCBs, once the 213

derating rules are applied, are given in Table I for both 214

operating and nonoperating conditions. 215

In addition to the electronic components internal re- 216

quirements, the satellite main contractor imposes a thermal 217

requirement in terms of the way the heat is dissipated by 218

the unit and is transferred to the spacecraft. In this way, 219

the design must guarantee that not less than 80% of the 220

dissipated power is transferred via heat conduction to the 221

spacecraft panel, dissipating the remaining power through 222

thermal radiation to the spacecraft cavity. 223

IV. THERMAL LOADS AND BOUNDARY 224

CONDITIONS 225

The unit thermal loads are constituted by the power dis- 226

sipated by the electronic components on the boards. The 227

magnitude of these thermal loads depends on the working 228

mode of the unit, which in turn depends on the system state 229

and the orbital position. Since PHI is a set of two tele- 230

scopes, two modes have been identified as design drivers 231

for hot conditions: data acquisition (worst hot case for the 232

PCM) and data processing (worst hot case for the DPU). 233

For cold operational conditions, the instrument idle model 234

is used. The total dissipation of each board for the three 235

modes described earlier is shown in Table II. The dissipa- 236

tion on the PCM and the PCMR are identical as the PCMR 237

is the redundant PCM, but these two boards never operate 238

at the same time. For reasons of simplicity, only the to- 239
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TABLE I
Components Junctions Allowable Temperature Range

tal dissipation of each board has been included in the table.240

Nevertheless, for the numerical simulations described in the241

following sections, the power dissipation of the most dis-242

sipating components were considered individually (those243

TABLE II
Power Consumption

TABLE III
Extreme Environmental Conditions

listed in Table I), and the remaining power dissipation of 244

each PCB was uniformly distributed on the board. 245

The values in the table were determined after an iter- 246

ative process of temperature calculation and power con- 247

sumption determination because the dissipation of some 248

of the components depends in turn on their temperature 249

levels. As described in Section II, the unit has a redun- 250

dant power converter in case the main power converter 251

fails. Each mode has been analyzed with nominal and re- 252

dundant PCM boards ON and OFF, respectively, and vice 253

versa. 254

The distance of the spacecraft from the Sun to- 255

gether with the thermal management of the spacecraft, 256

drive the boundary conditions. This is translated into the 257

temperatures of the radiative and conductive interfaces. 258

The worst hot and cold operational conditions are given 259

at perihelion, 0.28 AU, and at the aphelion, 0.92 AU, 260

of the science orbits, respectively. The conditions of 261

the environment during operational phases are given in 262

Table III. This table includes only the two environments 263

presented in this paper, but more mission scenarios were 264

studied. 265

V. GEOMETRICAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL 266

Following the common procedures used in space analy- 267

sis, a geometrical mathematical model (GMM) and a ther- 268

mal mathematical model (TMM) of the E-Unit were set 269

up to compute temperatures and heat fluxes through the 270

interfaces (see [13] and [14]). Although the heat equation 271

is often solved by using finite elements methods (see [15] 272

and [16]) or analytical methods [17], in the space field the 273

lumped-parameter method (LPM) is the most widely used 274

(see [13] and [14]). In the LPM, the system is divided into 275

a number of isothermal elements called thermal nodes, and 276

the temperatures are obtained by solving the ordinary dif- 277

ferential equations system shown as follows, which is in 278
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Fig. 3. Electronic components main thermal resistances model concept.

fact the energy equation applied to each node279

mici

dTi

dt
= Q̇i +

n∑

j=1

GLij

(
Tj − Ti

)

+
n∑

j=1

GRijσ
(
T 4

j − T 4
i

)
. (1)

In (1), mi is the mass of the node i, ci its specific280

thermal capacity, and Q̇i its internal dissipation. Regarding281

the thermal couplings between nodes, GLij is the con-282

ductive (linear) thermal coupling between nodes i and j ,283

which depends on the geometry, the thermal conductivity284

of the materials, and the thermal contact conductance, and285

GRij the radiative exchange factor between nodes i and j ,286

which depends on the geometry of the different surfaces287

involved in the infrared thermal radiation exchange, and on288

their infrared emissivity. The determination of these two289

couplings matrices is one of the most demanding tasks in290

thermal modeling, and requires the knowledge of a thermal291

engineer, even if a software tool is used.292

The TMM of PHI E-Unit consists of 4570 thermal293

nodes. All the nodes have a geometrical representation to294

compute the thermal radiation exchange factor, with the ex-295

ception of the electronic components junctions. The model296

includes the housing of the unit, the boards, and the most297

significant electronic components in terms of power dissi-298

pation.299

The electronic components are the most sensitive ele-300

ments of the unit. Furthermore, it is in the electronic com-301

ponents where the fulfillment of the requirements has to be302

verified. For this reason, each electronic component with a303

significant dissipation was modeled by means of two ther-304

mal nodes: a nongeometrical junction node and a geomet-305

rical case node (see [18]–[21]), as shown in Fig. 3. Ther-306

mal conduction between case and board, between junction307

and case, and between junction and board were considered308

through the thermal resistances junction-to-case Rjc, case-309

to-board Rcb, and junction-to-board Rjb, respectively, ob-310

tained from the components datasheets and their mounting311

concept (for instance taking into account how the compo-312

nents were glued or soldered).313

The boards were divided into elements of about314

10 mm × 10 mm each. As example, the PCM GMM is315

shown in Fig. 4. Even though the grid is uniform, the316

conductive thermal couplings between the elements of the317

boards are different, as they have been calculated on the ba-318

sis of the number of copper layers of the board (between319

6 and 18) and copper distribution on each layer [22]–320

[24]. The thermo-optical (infrared emissivity) and physical321

Fig. 4. GMM of the PCM board.

TABLE IV
Thermo-Optical Properties

TABLE V
Material Properties

properties (thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat 322

capacity) used for the analysis are given in Tables IV and 323

V, respectively. The values are given at room temperature 324

but in the expected temperature range the variation of the 325

physical properties are not significant. For this reason in the 326

analyses they are considered constant. 327

VI. THERMAL VACUUM TEST 328

Following the normal procedure in space projects de- 329

fined by the standards ECSS, the design of the E-Unit was 330

verified by means of thermal vacuum tests [25]. Three dif- 331

ferent tests were carried out during the different phases of 332

the unit development. The first tests were performed on the 333

so-called structural thermal model, a model representative 334

of the flight unit in terms of physical properties, materials, 335

center of gravity, moment of inertia, and power dissipa- 336

tion. Second, a qualification test was carried out on the 337

qualification model (QM). Finally, an acceptance test was 338

performed on the flight model, together with the optics unit 339

and harness, right before the delivery of the instrument for 340

its integration on the spacecraft. 341

Fig. 5 shows a picture of the E-Unit QM thermal test 342

mounted on the thermal vacuum chamber mounting plate. 343

The unit was tested in the thermal vacuum chamber of the 344

IDR/UPM [26]. 345

The dissipation cases studied in the TMM and previ- 346

ously mentioned in Table II were tested. The model was 347

equipped with 30 temperature sensors to monitor the tem- 348

peratures of the relevant parts of the unit. The QM test was a 349

TORRALBO: THERMAL ANALYSIS OF THE SOLAR ORBITER PHI ELECTRONICS UNIT 5
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Fig. 5. PHI E-Unit QM on the mounting plate of the thermal vacuum
chamber.

Fig. 6. PHI E-Unit QM temperature evolution during the qualification
tests.

functional test, where the E-Unit was switched ON and OFF350

several times and the different modes were evaluated during351

the test to verify the proper functioning of the equipment.352

A profile showing the temperature of the sensors and353

the pressure level during the test is shown in Fig. 6 for one354

of the test campaigns. The temperatures read during the test355

were found to be within ±4 ◦C error for the structural parts356

and up to ±8 ◦C error for the components.357

The thermal model described in Section V was corre-358

lated with the data measured during the test. The model-359

to-test correlation method based on the Jacobian matrix360

[27] was applied for this purpose. The correlation was done361

over the thermal contact conductances estimated during362

the design process. The average contact conductance be-363

tween the PCBs and the frames was found to be around364

200 W m−2K−1.365

VII. ANALYSES RESULTS366

The thermal model was run for the extreme opera-367

tional cases described in Table III. It was iterated and up-368

dated in different ways. First, as already said, the power369

dissipation was updated based on the model results to370

take into account the components temperature dependence.371

Second, the model was updated with the results of the372

model-to-test correlation, and third, all along the design373

phase the design was iterated until reaching a solution374

adequate for most electronics components. During this375

iterative process, it was found that the most dissipat-376

ing element, the field-programmable gate array (FPGA),377

with the initial design, reached temperatures above its378

allowable limit. To solve this problem, the design of the379

TABLE VI
PCMR Junction Temperatures for Data Acquisition Mode

DPU module was modified. First, it was necessary to move 380

this highly dissipating element closer to the edge of the 381

board, to ease heat conduction to the frame. Initially, the 382

FPGAs were placed around the center of the board, at al- 383

most 48 mm from the frame. In the final design, the dis- 384

tance, which is the minimum possible, is around 5 mm. 385

An additional copper layer of 35 μm was added in the ar- 386

eas in contact with the frame [28] in order to maximize 387

the thermal contact conductance between board and frame. 388

Furthermore, it was also necessary to locally increase the 389

thickness of the frame stiffeners in the area of the FPGA in 390

order to enhance heat conduction. This way, it acted as a 391

thermal doubler. With all these modifications the operating 392

temperature of the FPGA was reduced from 95 ◦C to 85 ◦C, 393

in its worst case (see Table VII). 394

In the PCM and PCMR boards, the copper layouts were 395

also modified to achieve a better conduction of the heat 396

to the frame. Special attention was paid in the area of the 397

DC/DC converter, where the diodes and the MOSFETs tem- 398

peratures were critical. Based on this fact, the layout of 399

the PCB was designed taking into account the thermal re- 400

sults as well as the frame. The contact area with the frame 401

around these components was increased to permit the cor- 402
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TABLE VII
DPU Junction Temperatures for Data Acquisition Mode

Fig. 7. PHI E-Unit. Data processing redundant case.

rect evacuation of the heat. This modification decreased the403

temperature of the component from 84 ◦C to 75 ◦C (see404

Table VI).405

Another problem was found with the optocouplers of406

the HVPS board. In this case, the elements dissipate a neg-407

ligible amount of power, and the violation of the require-408

ment was due to the application of the de-rated margins.409

The maximum allowed temperature after the de-rating was410

below the environmental condition in the hot case. Due to411

the noncriticality of these elements, a request for deviation412

was raised to ESA, who accepted this noncompliance.413

The complete temperature maps were obtained for all414

boards and housing for the different modes defined in415

Table I with the nominal and redundant PCM. For brevity,416

only the results for the two most critical boards and load417

cases are presented in this paper: the PCMR during the data418

acquisition mode and the DPU during the data process-419

ing mode. The results correspond to the final configuration420

achieved after the design iterations and the correlation with421

the thermal vacuum tests. The temperature map of the unit422

housing for data processing mode is shown in Fig. 7.423

Regarding the boards, Fig. 8 shows the temperature map424

of the PCMR board, and Fig. 9 the DPU, two of the most425

Fig. 8. PCMR. Hot data acquisition redundant case.

Fig. 9. DPU. Hot data processing case.

TABLE VIII
Heat Through the Interfaces

critical boards. Since the junction nodes of the components 426

are not geometrically represented, Tables VI and VII show 427

the results obtained at this level. As can be seen, all the 428

elements are within their appropriate working margins. 429

The results obtained from the thermal analysis were 430

used for the thermo-elastic analysis of the unit. All defor- 431

mations were within the allowable values and no major 432

problem was found in this regard. 433

From the analyses, the heat rejection paths were evalu- 434

ated. Thus, Table VIII shows the heat transferred through 435

each interface in the data acquisition nominal case. It can be 436

seen that in this mode most of the heat is conducted through 437

the baseplate (83.7%) whereas only 16.3% is radiated to the 438

spacecraft enclosure. This fact meets the thermal require- 439

ment imposed by the satellite main contractor described in 440

Section III. 441

VIII. CONCLUSION 442

The thermal design and performance of ESA Solar Or- 443

biter PHI E-Unit has been presented. The TMM proved to 444
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be a reliable source for analyses. Many iterations were made445

involving both the thermal and electronics subsystems to fix446

the problems encountered during the design process.447

The thermal vacuum test (see Section VI) showed that448

the TMM was in line with the test data. Only small vari-449

ations of the contact conductance between the frames and450

the boards were needed to update the mathematical model.451
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